
Who may have been killed, by a major political figure, in the 
"Cleantech Crash" to prevent them from speaking out about the
trillion dollar "green cash" taxpayer cash thefts?

Was this ten times bigger than Watergate?

Does murder-by-politician sound too fantastic to be true? Could Harry Reid, Dianne Feinstein or 
Obama really have the resources to order U.S. citizens killed?

Let's take a look at the facts and forensics.

In this case, let's give the bad guys the benefit of the doubt. Let's say that this set of the most unusual 
death coincidences, in U. S. history, are actually, mostly, just an extraordinary set of coincidences. Even
if that were the case, at least one of them, per forensic history, had to have been a murder.

If even one of these deaths was a murder, and a major public official ordered that murder. This would 
be one of the biggest crimes ever recorded.

In this set of deaths, every single one of the dead people had a financial, personal and political 
connection to the same suspects. In most cases, the dead knew information that could get the suspects 
arrested. In every case the dead were healthy one day and mysteriously dead the next day.

Non-detectable neuro-toxins, forced shootings, “Boston Brakes”, forced over-doses, being thrown off a
building and electronic cardiac arrest simulators (All tactics now publicly disclosed in the news) could 
have killed all of them. 

An Amazing number of individuals, connected to this case, suddenly, and unexpectedly, died. Each one
was connected to the case. Most could be said to have had "too much information", or they were 
reporters, engineers or whistle-blowers who became "a problem". Some investigators believe that over 
$2 Trillion dollars of public money was embezzled, kick-back, stock-rigged and re-directed. When the 
numbers are that large, it is thought that Cartel members may take extreme measures:

"Federal Investigators Seeking Tips on Mysterious High Tech Silicon Valley Deaths

- Rajeev Motwani taught Google how to Google. He created the Google ranking algorithm structure, 
the manipulation of that structure, and the business model for the idea of Google. He taught it to the 
founders of Google. He knew all of the secrets of the creation of Google. Suddenly, in perfect health, he
was found floating face-down, dead, in his Silicon Valley swimming pool. It helps certain people that 
he can no longer talk.

- Gary D. Conley was the CleanTech competitor to, and whistle-blower on, the suspects. He was 
suddenly found with a bullet in his head behind Beale Air Force base. It helps certain people that he 
can no longer talk.

- David Bird was the Wall Street Journal energy reporter who was working on a story that involved 
Cleantech energy connections of some of the suspects. He was working on a story about who controlled
the modern energy industry and cleantech.He went for a walk and was found a long time later, dead, 



floating in a pond. It helps certain people that he can no longer talk. 

- Ravi Kumra was a venture capitalist with Tesla. He was killed by hookers. It helps certain people 
that he can no longer talk. 

- Forrest Hayes was a senior engineer at Google who worked on rigging Google's search engine 
results, for The Cartel, to promote Cartel boys and character assassinate politicians, competitors and 
reporters that the Cartel wanted taken out. He was also killed by a Hooker. It helps certain people that 
he can no longer talk. 

- Mr. Sandberg was a Silicon Valley Facebook and VC insider. He was suddenly found dead with a 
hole in his head like a hammer or ice pick might make. His wife helped run Facebook. After the death 
story, and location, changed, many times; the “official story” was that a common treadmill in the 
public gym killed him. If true, he is the first person in history to be killed by a treadmill. He was 
implicated in the Sony hacks. 

- One Mr. Breitbart was a famous blogger, who railed on the web about the political manipulations by
the suspects. Suddenly, he had a heart attack in his shower and died. It helps certain people that he can
no longer talk on the blogs.

- Mr. Slym , with Tata Motors was involved in a car deal with some of the suspects for one of the 
biggest Indian auto-makers. Suddenly he was a stain on the sidewalk, accomplished by his fall from the
top of a skyscraper hotel. It helps certain people that he can no longer talk.

- Doug Bourn, The senior electrical engineer at Tesla, Andrew Ingram of Palo Alto, a top systems 
electrical engineer at Tesla; and Brian M. Finn the senior manager of interactive electronics, at Tesla,
had deep knowledge of financial misdeeds and technical cover-ups at Tesla Motors. They were key 
parts of the Tesla operation. For some reason, they all got into a private airplane, in perfect health, 
and then the airplane plowed into the ground, killing all three at once. It helps certain people that they 
can no longer talk. They wrote, and helped describe, in Tesla's own federal patent filings, the fact that 
Tesla's batteries would kill you, maim you and/or burn your house down. Tesla did not realize this 
when they paid the federal patent filing fees. When Tesla, later realized this, they were forced to give 
all of their patents away for free. These three senior engineers had deep inside knowledge of the Tesla 
Motors operations. Their aircraft suffered an "Engineering failure".

Two “Madams” who sold high-end escort services to the suspects turned up dead. Office staff turned 
up dead. McKinsey staff died. The list goes on...

The above individuals had absolute knowledge of this case and some of them were known to have been 
whistle-blowers in this case.

All of these people (now over 50 people) were in top health, had lots of money and were not likely to 
have died when they did. Then they died, suddenly and suspiciously, under bizarre circumstances. They
were all connected to the suspects. Over 30 investment bankers connected to the suspects and their 
Goldman Sach's finance group are also suddenly dead under bizarre circumstances.

All of these people are dead. You can read about them, and their deaths, in extensive media coverage. 
There is no question about the facts: They are dead. The deaths are bizarre and mysterious. The timing 
is very convenient for a certain few. None of them were in poor health. They all had dealings with the 



suspect pool. They all would have been great witnesses in a federal hearing. The facts are 800 million 
times against the odds of this being a coincidence.

All of the top suspects are staffed by, connected to, or financed by a Company called In-Q-Tel. In-Q-Tel
goes to great lengths to brag about their CIA relationship. The CIA are the top experts in creating UN-
detectable murders. The CIA calls In-Q-Tel "A rogue Operation not affiliated with CIA core activities". 
In-Q-Tel staff assisted Sony Pictures in making the spy movie, later uncovered to be a political 
leverage attempt: “Zero Dark Thirty”.   

Over 1000 published reports and articles provide an analysis of certain Silicon Valley billionaires as 
"Sociopaths". Both sociopaths and psychopaths are known to be likely to commit murder.

While nobody is directly accusing John Doerr, Elon Musk, Richard Blum, Vinohd Khosla or Eric 
Schmidt of murder, the facts lead to some awkward implications.  Investigators at the FBI, GAO, U.S. 
Senate and State AG offices want to know more. Anyone with additional details to share, is asked to 
connect their local federal law enforcement agencies."

ADDITIONALLY, REPORTERS HAVE NOW DOCUMENTED OVER100 SUDDEN 
INVESTMENT BANKER DEATHS. 89% OF THESE DEAD INVESTMENT BANKERS WERE 
CONNECTED TO, DID BUSINESS WITH, OR HAD A WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH THE 
SILICON VALLEY CARTEL:

WHY WOULD SO MANY WEALTHY PLAYBOY BANKERS SUDDENLY JUST COMMIT 
SUICIDE? DID THEY REALIZE THEY WERE ABOUT TO GET CAUGHT IN THE CRIME OF 
THE CENTURY?

rt.com/op-edge/death-finance-bankers-insecure-420/
More results

Investment     banker     jumps to     death     from JP Morgan's     ...An investment banker at JP Morgan jumped 
to his death from the roof of the bank's headquarters in Central yesterday. Witnesses said the man went
to the roof of the 30 ...
scmp.com/business/banking-finance/article/1430296/...
More results

Banker     leaps to his     death     in finance world's 8th "suicide" this     .A 28-year old 
Manhattaninvestment banker has died in an apparent suicide, police sources said. Kenneth Bellando, 
who worked at Levy Capital since January ...
nypost.com/2014/03/17/investment-banker-leaps-to-his...
More results

JPMorgan suicide is 3rd mysterious     death     in weeks     - New York PostThis suicide marks the third 
mysterious death of a JPMorgan banker in the ... and investment bank ... American Foundation for 
Suicide ...
nypost.com/2014/02/18/jpmorgan-bankers-suicide-is-3r...
More results

Investment     Banker     Jumps To     Death  : Man Commits Suicide After   A 
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promisinginvestment banker who was described as "talented" and a "positive force" by fellow 
workers jumped 200 feet to hisdeath Thursday from his Manhattan
inquisitr.com/2130611/investment-banker-jumps-to-death-...
More results

London Stunned     By Spate Of     Banker     Deaths     - Business Insider A series of deathsamong finance 
workers has shaken London and raised more concerns about stress levels of bankers, Ben Wright and 
David Enrich of The Wall Street ...
businessinsider.com/man-falls-from-london-jp-morgan-building-...
More results

Investment     Banker     Jumps To His     Death     In ... - The Inquisitr News An investmentbanker jumps to 
his death from the window of his New York City luxury apartment, and the incident is now making 
headlines. According to Fox News,
inquisitr.com/2131908/investment-banker-jumps-from-luxu...
More results

Financial world shaken by     bankers'     apparent     suicides in a ...The apparent suicide deathof the chief 
economist of a US investment house brings the number of financial workers who have died allegedly 
by their own hand ...
rt.com/business/russell-investments-chief-econom...
More results

Another JPMorgan     Investment     Banker     Jumps to His     Death     ...The string of recent banker"suicides" 
continues as 28 year old former JP Morgan investment banker John Bellando has reportedly jumped 
from his 6th floor E
silverdoctors.com/another-jpmorgan-investment-banker-jumps-...
More results

Moritz Erhardt,     Investment     Banking Intern, Dies In London  An intern working for Bank of 
America's investment banking unit in London died Thursday, just a week shy of completing his 
summer program, that bank told ...
huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/19/moritz-erhardt-investment-bank...
More results

Investment     banker     jumps to his     death     from luxury apartment ...An investment bankerjumps to 
his death from a luxury apartment building in New York City, striking a railing and becoming 
decapitated before hitting the ...
examiner.com/article/investment-banker-jumps-to-his-de...
More results

Investment     banker     jumps: 29 y/o jumps to his     death     in NYC ...An investment bankerjumped to 
his death from the 24th floor of his luxury apartment building in Manhattan, and witnesses to the 29-
year-old investment ...
examiner.com/article/investment-banker-jumps-29-y-o-ju...
More results

Third prominent     banker     found dead in six days | 2014-01-31 ..Three prominent bankersappear to have
committed suicide in six days. The deaths, ... Dueker is the third prominent banker found 
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dead ...Investment News;
housingwire.com/articles/28796-third-prominent-banker-fou...
More results

The     Death     Of 8 World     Bankers     Is Mysteriously Sinister  In the first video, the Pastor states that we are
in the "End Times" - let me clarify that for all those who haven't studied the origins of the world's ...
investmentwatchblog.com/the-death-of-8-world-bankers-is-mysteriou...
More results

Goldman Sachs     Investment     Banker's     Death     Ruled a "Suicide" ...The death of an Indian 
American investment banker with Goldman Sachs in San Francisco who jumped from an apartment 
building has been ruled a suicide by police.
indiawest.com/news/global_indian/goldman-sachs-investme...
More results

Bank of America Intern     Death     Sheds Light On Cutthroat World ...A view of London's Canary Wharf 
financial district. The death of a 21-year-old intern inside Bank of America's investment banking unit 
has set off a debate ...
huffingtonpost.com/2013/08/23/bank-of-america-intern-death_n...
More results

New York     Investment     Banker     Jumps To His     Death     From Luxury   Yesterday, New Yorkers walking by 
the Ocean Luxury Rental apartment building at 1 West St around 10:40am, were greeted with a 
gruesome sight: a 29-year-old ...
zerohedge.com/news/2015-05-29/new-york-investment-banke...
More results

Ex-  banker's     courtroom     death     an apparent "suicide" - CNN.com The death last month of a 53-year-old
former investment banker who collapsed in an Arizona courtroom, minutes after a jury found him 
guilty of torching his ...
cnn.com/2012/07/10/justice/arizona-courtroom-deat...
More results

Father of NY     banker     who jumped to his     death     fears son turned     ..Exclusive: Father 
ofinvestment banker, 29, fears son turned to drink and drugs to cope with stress and jumped to 
his death after a 'Wolf of Wall Street cocaine party'
dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3102513/Successful-investmen...
More results

New Clues in Suicide of JP Morgan     Banker     Add to Mystery Alex    His suicide was blamed on "the 
stressful environment of investment banking," although its timing, ... any more 
mysterious bankerdeaths will only add to the intrigue.
infowars.com/new-clues-in-suicide-of-jp-morgan-banker-...
More results

THE LIST OF MYSTERIOUS     BANKER     DEATHS     IS INCREASING | Alternative THE LIST OF 
MYSTERIOUS BANKER DEATHS IS INCREASING. ... He was a vice president in the corporate 
and investment bank technology department having ...
beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2014/01/the-list-of-mysteriou...
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More results

JPMorgan employee jumps to his     death     in Hong Kong - NY Daily 
News AJPMorgan investment banker jumped to his death Tuesday from the roof of the bank's Hong 
Kong headquarters — the third bizarre death for the global business in ...
nydailynews.com/news/world/jpmorgan-employee-jumps-death-...
More results

Second JPMorgan     Banker     Jumps To His     Death  : Said To Be 33 Year ..An investmentbanker on 
Tuesday jumped to his death from the roof of Chater House in Central, where Wall Street bank JP 
Morgan has its Asia headquarters ...
zerohedge.com/news/2014-02-18/third-jpmorgan-banker-jum...
More results

28-Year Old Former JPMorgan     Banker     Jumps To His     Death  , Latest ..28-Year Old Former 
JPMorgan Banker Jumps To His Death, Latest In Series Of Recent Suicides. 0 56 0. ... 
The investment bankerthen went to Paragon Capital Partners, ...
infowars.com/28-year-old-former-jpmorgan-banker-jumps-...
More results

Goldman     Investment     Banker     Gupta's     Death     Determined to Be ... The April death of 22-year-old 
Goldman Sachs Group Inc. investment-banking analyst Sarvshreshth Gupta in San Francisco was 
determined to be a "suicide by ...
bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-06-09/goldman-investme...
More results

Banks Take Notice of Recent     Deaths     | Fox Business  A string of deaths this year has reignited 
concerns over the high-stress business of banking, and some of the financial industry's largest 
institutions ...
foxbusiness.com/industries/2014/02/20/concerns-over-recen...
More results

Banker     Deaths     Leave Industry Concerned as Coroners Probe ..Banker Deaths Leave Industry 
Concerned as Coroners Probe. by Ben Moshinsky. March 24, ... about whether working late was 
necessary ininvestment banking.
bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-03-24/banker-suicides-...
More results

A Closer Look at Young Worker     Deaths     at JPMorgan Chase  JPMorgan Chase employs 260,000 
workers in 60 ... "A 33-year-old JPMorgan investment banker leaped to his death Tuesday from the 
roof of the bank's 30-story ...
wallstreetonparade.com/2014/03/a-closer-look-at-young-worker-dea...
More results

TWO senior American     bankers     working in London commit "suicide" ...Two top 
American bankers commit suicide in London as one jumps 500ft to his death from JP Morgan 
skyscraper and another hangs himself in luxury home
dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2547684/TWO-senior-American-...
More results
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Why did NYC     Investment     banker     jump to his     death  ?   An investment banker who leapt to 
hisdeath from a luxury lower Manhattan, NYC apartment, Ocean 1 West has become the focus of 
macabre intrigue after coming to be ...
scallywagandvagabond.com/2015/05/why-did-nyc-investment-banker-jum...
More results
Load More

More Suspicious     Deaths     -     Bankers     and Journalists | Deus Nexus 3 Were TopInvestment Bankers. 
Carr's coworkers were shocked of his death and said that he was "special", a "gifted" journalist with 
lots of "talent".
deusnexus.wordpress.com/2015/02/16/more-suspicious-deaths/
More results

Another International     Banker     Death  : NY     Investment  Professional..  Refocus Notes: It began on 
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